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The name Oum Jeong-Soon has become quiet familiar to us thanks to her five private shows and 

numerous group exhibitions she participated in since returning to Korea in 1988 after finishing 

her studies at Munich University in Germany It might be too soon to talk of Oum’s overall artistry 

because her journey as a painter so fat has been a rather short one and she has shown us 

different styles at each exhibition as part of her effort nor to stay in the same place too long. 

However, although her changing style seems to betray no common element at a first glance, 

looking closer, you will find a persistency that underlines her pieces. To identity the core of that 

persistency and its origin, I would like to look at her work through the element of lines. This will 

also allow us to look and identify the significance and prospect of her work. 

 

 Oum once explained her work as 「Just like an insect that uses his feelers to see and understand 

objects, my work is the process of feeling the object and portrayal if that action.」 her work, in 

other words, is an expression of her effort to reach out to the objects around her by means if her 

own 「feelers」. It depicts her will to reconfirm that she is fully awake and aware of the world 

around her A common element in her diverse style if work is in fact that persistent existentil will. 

Above all, will is derived from Oum’s belief in seeing her life and art as one. 

 

 As seen in 「The Fire line」(1996), Oum also paints with charcoal and pastel, Because these 

materials can be smeared on or wiped by hand, it allows for more intimate and direct access to 

canvas than brushes which require a distance from the canvas. For her, it is important that the 

hand is regarded as something more than the traditional interpretation of a simple tool for 

painting. As part of the artist who touches and handles an object on the canvas, it leaves a trace 

of life on the painting. When compared to abstract expressionists who expressed moving lines 

and smudges through swift lines, Oum’s lines are different in that she wants to be one who 

perceives her surroundings and their happenings directly and independently. Oum also paints 

with ashes, another material that can be used by hand. The use of ashes from things of her own 

or garbage is another cleat example of her intention to combine life’s experience with art. By 

incorporating traces of her own life into her art, she also wants to remain as the perceiver in 

formative art. 



But her desire to take in the world with her own feelers is most clearly seen as her usage of lines 

as formative element. To Oum, lines are more than mere exteriors of shapes and forms. Lines are 

combination of her everyday experience with her sensitivity and sentiment. They record the 

stream of her life, thoughts, and emotions. 

 

 Although line has always been one of the more important factor in her work, its appearance has 

changed constantly. In her early oil works like 「No Title」(1987) or 「No Title」(1988), you can see 

irregular lines from powerful brush strokes. Tangled lines in thick texture of oil paint and lines 

created accidently by paints dripped down or sprayed on the canvas created a picture of abstract 

expressionism. But during this stage, her experiments with lines are better expressed through her 

series if 「drawings」than in oil pieces. In her drawings, agile and spontaneous lines give an 

organic and ecological feeling. They seemed to foretell her series of 「Nostalgia」and 「Leaving the 

Swamp of imagination」she unveiled in her 1990 private exhibition. Most of her work at the 1990 

private exhibition had lines surrounding floating objects of filling their background or interior. The 

canvas looked like a microscopic world of microbes or a vast world of space. These ecological 

figures and accompanying free automatic lines could be compared to the automatism dessins of 

surrealists. However, her method is different from surrealists who wanted to show libido on our 

subconsciousness through unconscious free scribbling. In 「Nostalgia」, for example, parallel lines 

with unlimited space as a background contain more intentional direction than subconsciousness. 

These lines are always in action, portraying always the moving stream of the artist ’s consciousness. 

At the same time, the artists wants to lead us into a free journey to the world of remembrance 

and imagination. Repetitive lines in 「No Title」or 「Leaving the Swamp of imagination」are 

expressions of Um’s desire to reach the core of nature or the universe rather than unconscious, 

free scribbling. 

 

In her 1993 exhibition, Oum gives us works covered with repetitive lines that emphasize the act of 

lining than as a means of the shape’s exterior or direction. Her 「No Title」(1992) is a frontal 

structure full of lines that remind us of Jackson Pollock’s works. But unlike Pollock’s lines which 

stress spontaneity and action with paints dripping down or sprayed on canvas, Oum ’s works look 

more tensely filled with the artist’s will for drawing lines. The lines are free and pure movements 

and not as a means of depiction look like traces left by her 「feelers」 used to observe and 

identify every object in this world. Thanks to her continuing endeavors, canvas filled with 

repetition of lines such as 「No Title」or 「Where the Forest Begins」gives a glimpse of shapes 

depicting a huge flower or a forest. 



In her more recent works, we see variations of lines. For example, in 「The Line in Circle」(1996) 

rotating lines look more like huge dots or spots and in 「The Falling Line」and 「Winter: Line of 

Silence」, the lines are more like rectangles or bands. Her lines are mow expanding vertically. They 

no longer look agile or thin with emphasis on the act of lining. Rather, they have become the 

forms with a specific location and size within pictures. They no longer look like pieces from artist ’s 

life that correspond to her inner sensitivity – they now contain more philosophical meaning. This 

is probably because the lines which were a means of perceiving objects have now become more 

systematic and theoretically structured. 

 

 It is interesting to note that in Oum’s paintings, although there are subjects from nature like 

flowers and trees, there are no people or animals. Oum herself says she is not exactly sure why. It 

is not easy to know what the future direction of Oum’s art is or how the meaning of line is going 

to evolve in her work. Oum has maintained her efforts to perceive objects calmly and thoughtfully 

by facing nature alone, Maybe now she will try to 「observe, feel, and understand」the emotional 

side of humans where values of good and evil are constantly crashing into conflicts. The only 

certain thing would be that she will continue her act of perception – that she will continue to 

employ her 「feelers」to understand things in front of her, to satisfy her curiosity. And that this will 

mean continuing changes in her art work. 

 

Whatever the future may bring, we can certainly count on a bright future for Oum Jeong-Soon, 

an artist who can enhance individuality of daily life to generality of formative values through her 

rich sensitivity and clear sight. (Translate by Lee Mi-Gyoung) 

 

 

 

 


